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ABSTRACT
In 2003 various projects at Deltares and the TU-Delft merged their toolboxes for marine and coastal science and engineering into one
toolbox, culminating in 2008 in an open source release, known as OpenEarthTools (OET). OpenEarth adopts the wikipedia approach to
growth: web 2.0 crowd sourcing. All users are given full write access to help improve the collection. Quality is assured by version
control, tracking all changes. OpenEarth started as a social experiment to investigate whether crowd sourcing was possible in our
community of marine and coastal researchers. The answer is yes: over 1000 users registered, now enjoying over 5000 contributions
from over 100 contributors. The most important asset is a general toolbox to plot any data type in Google Earth. With this toolbox it
has become very easy for marine and coastal experts to disseminate their data via Google Earth. It enables the NCK community to
make its data available to end-users and the general public with only little effort. They can now consume our data as simple as
watching YouTube: DataTube. In this paper it is shown that OpenEarth has added important value by analyzing a wide range of marine
and coastal data types from NCK simultaneously in Google Earth. To match the traditional gap between specialist knowledge and end
users, Google Earth is shown to be a very powerful tool. The possibilities for outreach by NCK are manifold.

INTRODUCTION
The Netherlands is one of the flattest, lowest and flood-prone
countries around the world. Yet, the Netherlands has probably the
best digital elevation model (DEM) of the world: 1m nation-wide
coverage with the AHN DEM [AHN]. For the dynamic dune rows
and foreshore a time dependent DEM is available between 1996
and present at 5 m resolution. This data is made openly available
by Rijkswaterstaat, and allows for detailed study of marine and
coastal dynamics, not only by analyzing trends in the wealth of
data itself, but also as input or validation for a wide range of
models. The cost of such mass gathering of data, Lidar in this
case, will drop in the future, leading to an even bigger wealth of
data. This trend is known as the Digital Data Deluge [e.g., e-IRG,
2010]. However, the scientific use of this abundance of data is still
far from optimal. The main reason for this is that the dedicated,
often self-made software used by of marine and coastal scientists
and engineers cannot handle such large quantities of data and can
hardly handle the wide variety. This applies even more to the use
of this wealth of data by policy makers and the general public.
These latter groups cannot use the dedicated software used by
marine and coastal scientists. Instead, they have to rely on the
condensed data products and visualizations produced by the
experts. These products and visualizations are often produced by
various experts, during various projects, over many years. This
makes it difficult to keep track of all the information that is
available. And is, amongst others, hampering quality improvement
and knowledge sharing as outlined in Nature [Merali, 2010]. In an
ideal world, scientists and end-users have easy access to all raw
data (from various data sources) as well as all derived products

(e.g. Coastal State Indicators). Why is it not possible for end users
to ‘fly’ through all data and CSIs at once, comparing the
development of different indicators, for different time-periods and
for different areas? Could this not support the decision making by
managers and the draw up of expert advise by scientists and
engineers? Matching this gap between specialist knowledge and
end users has been discussed in literature [e.g. Van Koningsveld,
2003]. By developing and/or applying existing state-of-the-art
techniques to share and visualize data we attempt to contribute to
bridge this gap. In this paper we describe a first exploration to
what extent all marine and coastal data and data products from
NCK can be combined into one simple viewer for non-specialists.
To do this we made use of the [OpenEarth] approach to data,
models and tools. OpenEarth is the data management solution in
[Building with Nature] and [MICORE]. We here present the result
to the NCK-community to open a discussion with coastal
scientists and managers regarding the additional value, future
possibilities and future demands. What we are in fact looking for
is an analog of YouTube for viewing marine and coastal data:
‘DataTube’. The aim of this paper is to test whether such a
‘DataTube’ is already possible for a wide range of data, with
existing technologies.

Web Services for graphics: OGC WxS and KML
At national, EU and international level many initiatives and
projects are trying to enable non-specialists to visualize all kinds
of geospatial data [Percivall, 2010]. The INSPIRE directive aims
to provide a top-down overall framework for dissemination of all
geospatial data in the EU [INSPIRE]. In the Netherlands a
national registry was launched to host the meta-data of all
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gov
vernmental geoospatial data, inncluding marin
ne and coastal ddata
[NG
GR]. This webssite will link too ‘DataTube’ lin
nks were users can
actu
ually obtain thhe data. Generrally, initiativees like these hhave
cho
osen to rely onn the internationnal openGIS sttandards knownn as
Wx
xS. These standdards have beenn issued by the [OGC] consorttium
to disseminate
d
geoospatial data ovver the web. Wx
xS is the shorthhand
for a range of Webb Services wheere the letter x denotes
d
the speccific
ndard. The moost mature staandard is WM
MS, short for W
Web
stan
Maapping Servicee [WMS]. WM
MS is meant for exchangee of
graaphics of grid pplots over the web.
w
For the exchange
e
of veector
data, such as line elements and dots,
d
there is a the WFS standdard,
ort for Web Feeature Service [WFS]. Separaate WxS protoocols
sho
exist for exchangee of data over thhe web. Please refer to [Hankiin et
most
al, 2012; Baart ett al., 2012] forr a comparison of the three m
GC’s WCS, shhort for Web Coverage
C
Servvice,
matture ones: OG
OPeNDAP from tthe ocean comm
munity and GT
TS from the W
World
Meeteorological Orrganisation (WMO). Howeverr, our purpose hhere
is only
o
to enable pplotting of mariine and coastal data over the w
web,
nott exchange of thhe actual data. For our purposse WMS and W
WFS
are sufficient. Thhese two WxS protocols prov
vide very poweerful
g
public oover
tools to visualize aany data into viiewers for the general
the web. Howeveer, the specialiists in the realm of marine and
coaastal science annd engineering have hardly an
ny experience w
with
these protocols. M
Moreover, the actual implem
mentation of thhese
pro
otocols in plottting (server) and
a
viewing (cclient) software
re is
lagging behind. E
Especially time--dependency, 3D
3 views and nnonorth
hogonal grids lag implemeentation. For instance, to our
kno
owledge, time ddependent WxS
S-complaint sofftware for gridss has
onlly been implem
mented in pre--release softwaare [Adaguc]. A
And
currvi-linear and un
unstructured gridds, very often used
u
in marine and
coaastal models, arre not supporteed by any existting WxS softw
ware
yet. This means thhat these protoccols are not appropriate yet forr our
m, although theeir specificatioons were desig
gned for this vvery
aim
purrpose. Fortunattely, another protocol is allready capablee of
deaaling with thesee aspects: [KML
L]. This is an op
pen standard baased
on xml file formaat syntax and is
i recognized as
a standard byy the

O
body that wrote the WxSS services. How
wever, KML iss
same OGC
not in the
t repertoire of the top-downn organizations that implementt
INSPIR
RE directive. KML, howeveer, is the bacckbone of thee
simplesst and most pow
werful viewer fo
for the general public
p
we couldd
find: th
he free [Googlle Earth] view
wer. In contrastt to WMS andd
WFS viewers,
v
this KML
K
viewer is already well-k
known by end-users and
a the general public (Fig. 1)). (Google earth
h also supportss
stationaary WMS.) KM
ML is an open sstandard, so anyone can makee
a viewer that can inteerpret KML ploots. Google Eaarth is the mostt
advancced viewer avaailable though.. Currently, pllotting data inn
Googlee Earth and encoding data ass KML plots arre therefore dee
facto the
t same. Notee that becausee KML is an open standard,,
choosin
ng KML does not necessariily mean limitting oneself too
Googlee Earth. The Go
oogle Earth vieewer has alread
dy implementedd
all aspeects that are lag
gging for WxS vviewers: 3D, tim
me-dependencyy
and unstructured gridss are already inncluded. The aim
m of this paperr
is to teest whether a ‘D
DataTube’ for aall marine and coastal data iss
already
y possible with existing technoologies. In this paper
p
we chosee
to testt whether the existing KML
L plotting stan
ndard with thee
Googlee Earth viewerr can enable a DataTube for
fo marine andd
coastall data.

Reading guide
In section 2 we introd
duce the commu
munity tools thatt we developedd
to plot data in KML (Google
(
Earth).. This software was written inn
b, a commerciaal programmingg language thaat is used mostt
Matlab
widely by marine and
d coastal scientiists and engineeers in the NCK
K
commu
unity. With the [OpenEarth] coommunity [Van
n Koningsveld,,
2010] we
w developed a generic, coheerent toolbox fo
or many atomicc
plot typ
pes in KML. In
n section 3 we test this toolbo
ox with a widee
range of
o large data sets currently uused by the NC
CK community..
We describe the speccifics of the daata and show whether
w
we cann
plot it in
i KML in a manner that is reeadily useable by
b end-users. Inn
section
n 4 we discuss the performancce of plotting in
n KML, beforee
we con
nclude in sectio
on 5 that plottinng marine and coastal data inn
Googlee Earth can bee considered a successful prroof-of-conceptt
solution
n to enable better collaboratiion between ex
xperts and end-users.

METHO
OD: OET GO
GOOGLEPL
LOT
Open
nEarth comm
munity and w
workflow

g. 1. A powerfull example of DaataTube-like ou
utreach to geneeral
Fig
pub
blic: Google E
Earth show witth a range off custom data ffor
children in the brand-new Caalifornia Acad
demy of Sciencces
buiilding, one of tthe largest muuseums of naturral history in the
worrld. Here a sm
mooth map of Africa
A
is overla
aid on the Googgle
Earrth backgroundd.

98

Matlab
b is one of the most
m commonlyy used programm
ming languagess
for data analysis by marine
m
and coaastal scientist an
nd engineers inn
I 2003, a num
mber of scientissts from Deltarees and the TU-NCK. In
Delft merged
m
their Matlab toolbooxes for marin
ne and coastall
sciencee and engineerring into one ttoolbox, culmin
nating in openn
source release as Op
penEarthTools (OET) in 2008. OpenEarthh
a
to groowth: web 2.0 crowd
c
sourcing..
adopts the wikipedia approach
All useers are given fulll write access tto help improvee the collection..
Quality
y is assured by
b version conntrol tracking all changes inn
[SubVeersion], the same tool useed by professiional softwaree
engineeers worldwide. OpenEarth staarted as social experiment too
investig
gate whether crowd sourccing was posssible in ourr
commu
unity. The answ
wer is yes: oveer 1000 users registered,
r
now
w
enjoyin
ng over 5000 co
ontributions froom over 100 contributors. Onee
of the most powerfull toolboxes of OpenEarth is the
t GooglePlott
x. GooglePlot was developeed in 307 rev
visions by 200
toolbox
develop
pers. They dev
vised a set of M
Matlab function
ns that can plott
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y atomic data tyype with one coherent
c
toolbox. The GoogleePlot
any
toolbox is designeed to be the prrimary examplee of the OpenE
Earth
quaality control guuidelines. For each
e
GooglePlo
ot plot functionn the
setttings were made customizable. Proper defaault values forr all
setttings were choosen, which can
c
be requested by calling the
fun
nction without arguments. Common
C
codee fragments w
were
detected in the tooolbox and putt into a separatte subtoolbox. For
eacch function in thhe GooglePlot toolbox a dedicated unit test was
con
nceived. These test were codeed into a unit teest function thaat is
run
n periodically too test ongoing performance
p
off the entire toolbbox.
Thee rigorous test approach was included to deeal with the typpical
sho
ortcoming founnd in computeer code made by scientists and
eng
gineers [Merali,, 2010].

Plo
ot types in K
KML
Thee first atomic data types to be implemented were
w the native plot
types of Matlab. For intuitive use, the samee nomenclaturee as
Maatlab was kept w
with KML as prefix:
p
KMLlin
ne, KMLpcolorr for
2D orthogonal andd curvi-linear grids,
g
KMLmessh/KMLsurf forr 3D
Lquiver for arroows,
wirre meshes and ssurfaces (flyingg carpets), KML
KM
MLmarker, KM
MLtext, KMLccontour derivattives for diffeerent
con
ntour lines, KM
MLtrimesh/KML
Ltrisurf for unsttructured grids and
KM
MLpatch for sett of filled polyggons. More atom
mic plot types w
were
add
ded in a later sstage, going beyyond the rangee offered by naative
Maatlab plots:
KMLcolumn/K
KMLcylinder, KMLcurtain for
verrtical time-space flying carpetts, KMLcurvedarrrows for arrrows
thatt move in timee and are curveed following th
he streamlines. The
lattter function contains a dedicated particle-trackking
imp
plementation, w
with sophisticatted seeding/deccay algorithm. The
most advanced funnction of GoogllePlot is KMLffigure_tiler thatt can
be used to chop uup a grid dataseets of any size into
i
a collectionn of
stan
ndard tiles [Thhijs Damsma, pers.com.]. Thiss method is knoown
as a quad-tree [W
Wiliams, 1983] with
w universal texture, and iss the
verry same techniqque that Googlle Earth uses view
v
all the woorlds
sateellite imagery. With this funcction, our toolb
box has rivaledd the
cap
pabilities of Gooogle Earth imaggery.

com.]. Now coordinaates can be maapped in batch mode directlyy
from the data thaat scientist aand engineerss work with..
ConverrtCoordinates iss subject to thee same rigorouss test proceduree
as Goo
oglePlot, including the single
le free calibrattion coordinatee
provideed by the [Kad
daster]. With the
hese two toolbo
oxes a powerfull
and reeliable toolbox was created for the marin
ne and coastall
speciallists in NCK. It enables them
m to plot with little
l
effort anyy
kind off marine and coastal data in KM
ML.

RESULTS: A RAN
NGE OF DATA
Does it work for the range off data sets in
n NCK?
To test the OpenEarrth GooglePlot toolbox, we choose
c
a widee
o large datasetts that that covvers the usage and
a availabilityy
range of
for marrine and coastaal scientists andd engineers in the Dutch NCK
K
commu
unity. We seleccted freely avaailable datasetss that underpinn
the research and advice of alm
most everyone in the NCK
K
commu
unity. These arre key assets oof NCK in ourr opinion. Andd
these are
a the sets are worth disseminnating to decisiion makers andd
the gen
neral public. For each of these datasets an atteempt is made too
plot it as
a KML into Google
G
Earth. Thhe kmls are pub
blicly availablee
via htttp://kml.deltarees.nl. In sectionn 4 we will an
nalyze to whatt
extent we
w succeeded.
Maps: North Sea gra
ain sizes (Geoloogical Survey of
o NL)
G
Surrvey of the Netherlands (TNO/Deltares)
(
)
The Geological
compilled grain size maps
m
of the bed of the Dutch paart of the Northh
Sea [Sy
ytze van Hetereen, pers. com]. These maps haave a resolutionn
of 200m
m and are available for D10, D50 and D90 grain sizes andd
%-occu
urrence maps for mud and cobbles. These maps weree
compilled from a dattaset of over 13,000 sedimeent cores/grabss
[DINO
O]. This test set representss all time-ind
dependent mapp
products such as DE
EMs and GIS rrasters. It is shown
s
to workk
successsfully in KML in
i Fig. 2.

Co
oordinate coonversion
Plo
otting in KM
ML requires per
p
definition latitude-longittude
coo
ordinates with tthe WGS84 daatum, the same one used by G
GPS
systems. KML andd Google Earthh have chosen to
t abandon suppport
for the zillion coordinate systemss in use. The ch
hoice of supporrting
onlly one single gloobal coordinatee system has greeatly facilitatedd the
ease of disseminatting data via Google
G
Earth. En
nd-users, unknoown
to the
t difficulties aand pitfalls of different
d
coordinate systems, nnow
hav
ve zero chancee of running innto coordinate conversion isssues.
Insttead, coordinatte issues have to by solved by scientists and
eng
gineers who m
make the KM
ML files. Altthough coordinnate
con
nversion is noot native know
wledge of maarine and coaastal
scieentists and enngineers, acquaainting oneselff with coordinnate
systems is a relativvely simple taskk to them. Mariine and coastal raw
data is often onlyy available in x-y coordinates. For just the N
NCK
mmunity these iinclude for alreeady: Rijksdrieh
hoek for nearshhore,
com
UT
TM31-ED50 annd UTM31-WG
GS84 for offsh
hore, Lambert for
Bellgian waters, a German systeem in the Ems,, latitude-longittude
on WGS84, ED500 and ETRS89 globes,
g
and maany custom sateellite
pro
ojections, oftenn polar stereoggraphic. OpenE
Earth contains the
Con
nvertCoordinattes toolbox thaat can now co
onvert almost any
coo
ordinate type too WGS84 lat-llon [Maarten van
v Ormondt, ppers.
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Fig. 2.. D50 grain siizes, seen from
m central North Sea towardss
Europee. Data creditt: Geological Survey of th
he Netherlandss
(TNO/D
Deltares). Imag
ge credit: Googgle EarthTM map
pping services.
Transeect time stacks: JarKus (Rijkkswaterstaat)
Since 1965 Rijkswatterstaat annuallly collects cro
oss shore dunee
profiless along the entiire Dutch coastt at 100m along
gshore intervalss
[Minneeboo, 1995]. Th
he data covers tthe area inland behind the firstt
dune row
r
to an offfshore water ddepth over 8 m, with 5 m
99

reso
olution. The ddata product iss currently gen
nerated from sshipbassed soundings ooffshore, a deddicated device in the swash zzone
and
d Lidar in the ddry foreshore annd the dunes. The
T near shore ssand
barr zone is annuaally updated, whereas
w
the dattasets extends tto a
dep
pth 8 m only at 5 or 10 year inntervals only (d
doorlodingen). T
This
testt set representss all kinds of profile data and
d is shown to w
work
succcessfully in KM
ML in Fig. 3.

Fig
g. 3. Plot of JarK
Kus profiles around the Easterrn Scheldt barrrier
from
m 1965 to 20100 with a cross-sshore resolution
n of 5 m. The coolor
rep
presents the tim
me at which a profile
p
was colllected (blue =
=old,
red
d=recent). Dataa credit: Rijksw
waterstaat. Plot credit: Claire van
Oevveren Theeuwees (Deltares). Image credit:: Google EartthTM
map
pping services. Note the time slider.
s
Ma
ap time stacks:: vaklodingen bathymetry
b
(R
Rijkswaterstaatt)
Sin
nce 1927 Rijkswaterstaat makkes bathymetry
y soundings off the
Duttch waters from
m deeper water up to the beach
h and into the ttidal
inleets of Zeeland and the Waddden Sea [Wiegm
mann et al., 20005].
Datta is available aas orthogonal grids
g
with 20 m resolution at ttime
inteervals of about 7 years. This time
t
dependenccy is needed duue to
the large morphollogical changess in the sedimentary beds off the
Duttch waters. Thhe early data consists of diigitized navigaation
chaarts originally compiled from
m lead lines, th
he most recent are
bassed on single annd multi beam surveys. The product
p
is choppped
up into more alm
most 180 tiles known
k
as “kaaartblad”, whichh are
fshore extrapolaations of the sttandard 10km x 12km tiles ffrom
offs
the 1:25.000 Dutcch Topographicc map definition
ns [Kadaster]. T
This
bath
hymetry data iss used to make legally binding
g sand balancess; an
imp
portant analyses in the contexxt of the Dutch sustainable coaastal
pollicy (maintaininng the sedimennt buffer in thee so-called coaastal
fou
undation). The vaklodingen arre shown to wo
ork successfullyy in
KM
ML in Fig. 4. To highlight small vertical variations a 500
elem
ment long colormap was deveeloped with shaading effects onn top
[Th
hijs Damsma, ppers.com.]. A second
s
time-dep
pendent grid seet is
sho
own to work suuccessfully in KML in Fig. 5:
5 The Kusthooogte
dataset with a resolution of 5 m. This dataset is
i also availablle as
b 6 km tiles from the 1:10..000
tilees, but smaller ones: 5 km by
Duttch Topographiic map definitioons. Both datassets are very laarge.
Thee raw ASCII vaaklodingen dataa are about 23 GB, in netCD
DF it
red
duces to ca. 4G
GB. The raw Kusthoogte
K
dataa is 2 GB, becaause
they
y are already stored in binaary ArcGIS files. Viewing thhese
com
mplete datasetss for all times at once woulld require GBss of
mem
mory on the coomputer where Google
G
Earth ru
uns. However, 44Gb
0
100

is beyo
ond the physical limit of 32 bitt PCs. Only thee native Googlee
Earth quad-tree with universal ttexture implem
mented in thee
ure_tiler functioon allows end-users to view
w
GoogleePlot KMLfigu
these data
d
in Googlee Earth. For 22D data plotted
d in this type,,
Googlee Earth only lo
oads the subset
et that is actually visible. 3D
D
plotting
g of all data within view is ag
again beyond th
he capacities off
normall PCs. We chose a successfull approach with
h a light KML
L
overvieew of the boun
ndary boxes of all tiles (Fig. 6)
6 with links too
3D KM
ML visualization
ns of individuall tiles at one tim
me (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4. Map of bathym
metry in Westeern Wadden Sea
a in May 2004..
c
Rijkswa
aterstaat. Plot credit: Thijs Damsma (Vann
Data credit:
Oord). Image credit: Google EarthTTM mapping serrvices. Note thee
time sliider.

Fig. 5. Map of Kussthoogte bathym
metry dataset in 2008. Thiss
datasett was collected with Lidar at a very low water and binned too
cells of
o 5 m. Lidarr can only geet bathymetry soundings forr
locatio
ons that are dry,
d
therefore there are data
a gaps in thee
channeels. Data cred
dit: Rijkswatersstaat. Image credit:
c
Googlee
M
EarthTM
mapping servvices. Note the ttime slider.
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L water quality stations to work
rk successfully in KML in Fig..
MWTL
8. For each
e
dot a metaa-data pop-up apppears as show
wn in Fig. 9.
Lines: Dutch beach lines
l
(Rijkswatterstaat)
t aforementio
oned JarKus daataset dedicated
d Coastal Statee
From the
Indicattors (CSI) are extracted.
e
A CSSI typically yiellds one numberr
per cro
oss shore transecct. Since 1990, the Dutch coasstal policy aimss
at prev
venting further retreat
r
of the cooastline. Thereffore, the yearlyy
Momen
ntary Coastline (MKL) and thee Testing Coasttline (TKL) aree
derived
d from the Jark
kus dataset. In case of structu
ural exceedancee
of the reference
r
coastlline (BasisKusttlijn BKL), locaal nourishmentss
are con
nsidered. In add
dition, the positition of low waater, high waterr
and du
une foot and many
m
other inddicators [Santin
nelli et al., thiss
NCK volume]
v
are derrived from JarK
Kus. The CSIs can simply bee
plotted
d as time depend
dent alongshoree lines, i.e. shap
pe files. In Fig..
10 they
y are shown to work
w
successfuully in KML.
g. 6. Overview map of vaklodiingen with spatio-temporal m
metaFig
datta and links tto 3D data of individual tiles.
t
Data creedit:
Rijkkswaterstaat. Im
mage credit: Gooogle EarthTM mapping
m
servicces.

Fig
g. 7. 3D visuallization that alllows for a ‘fly
ly through’ of one
vakklodingen tilee at one time instancee. Data creedit:
M
Rijkkswaterstaat. Im
Image credit: Google
G
EarthTM
mapping serviices.
Plo
ot credit: Thijs D
Damsma (Van Oord).
O
Tim
me series (Rijk
kswaterstaat)
Sin
nce the late 1900’s Rijksw
waterstaat reco
ords water leevels
offs
fshore, along thhe coast and at inland waters. Initially only low
and
d high water weere recorded, buut modern data are available aat 10
min
n. intervals. F
For some statioons over 100 years continuuous
recordings is avaiilable. Since thhe 60’s, water quality parameeters
are collected at thee water surfacee on a weekly basis, reduced too biwater
monthly at some locations now due to graduallly improved w
WTL (Monitorring
quaality in Europpe. This set is called MW
Wa
aterstaatkundigee Toestand dees Lands). Reccorded parameeters
include salinity, teemperature, susspended sedimeent concentrati ons,
pH, Chlorophyll, and many nuutrients and pollutants. Since the
80’s also wave peeriods, directionns and heights are available ffrom
abo
out 6 buoys. G
Gradually time series in the central North Sea
beccome availablee for physicaal parameters via internatioonal
collaboration and oil companies.. The time seriees are stored inn the
fline DONAR ddatabase from Rijkswaterstaat,
R
and available vvia a
offl
ded
dicated web serrvice [Waterbasse]. We show all
a locations off the
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Fig. 8. Locations of MWTL
M
water quuality measurin
ng locations onn
top of the 200m Norrth Sea bathym
metry from the Hydrographicc
Office (www.hydro.nll) and the 1000m MaaiVeld set
s from TNO..
M
waterstaat. Imaage credit: Google EarthTM
Data credit: Rijksw
ng services.
mappin

Fig. 9. For each location in Fig. 6 a pop-up is available withh
statisticcal data and a preview of thee time series an
nd a histogram..
M
Data credit: Rijksw
waterstaat. Imaage credit: Google EarthTM
ng services.
mappin

101

Fig
g. 10. Example of JarKus proffiles in one yea
ar (viz. Fig. 3) w
with
bea
ach line indicattors overlaid. Data
D
credit: Rijkkswaterstaat. (D
DF3
= Dune
D
Foot 3m
m). The alongshhore numbers on the black line
ind
dicate the beachh poles (strandppaal). Data cred
dit: Rijkswatersstaat
+ Deltares.
D
Imagee credit: Googlee EarthTM mapp
ping services.

Fig. 12
2. All > 13,000
0 open sedimennt cores data available on thee
North Sea
S plotted sim
multaneously. D
Data credit: Geo
ological Surveyy
of the Netherlands [DINO]
[
via [N
[NODC] forma
at. Plot credit::
n de Boer (Deltares in NM
MDC context). Image credit::
Gerben
Googlee EarthTM mapp
ping services.

Sca
atter points: Siieve curves Waadden Sea (Rijjkswaterstaat)
Neaarly 9000 sedim
ment cores (surrface grabs) weere collected inn the
Waadden Sea by R
Rijkswaterstaat in the 80’s and 90’s. These ddata
are part of the S
Sediment Atlas Wadden Sea executable thaat is
ows for data exxport
avaailable for downnload [sedimennt atlas] and allo
as txt
t file. This seet is included to
t test performaance of OpenE
Earth
for any kind of ddata with a non-spatial or tem
mporal dimenssion,
succh as grain sizees/classes, wavee directions, waave frequenciess. In
Fig
g. 9 they are shoown to work succcessfully in KM
ML.

Nourisshments (Rijksswaterstaat)
The Dutch coast hass been erodingg over more th
han a thousandd
years. Coastal retreatt puts coastal ffunctions (e.g. safety againstt
ng) under presssure. Since 19990, the Dutch policy aims att
floodin
structurral prevention of
o a further retrreat of the coastline, but in thee
meantime taking the valuable
v
dynam
mical behavior of
o the coast intoo
accoun
nt. Therefore, sand nourishmeents have been preferred overr
hard sttructures to cou
unteract the syystematic erosio
on. Since 19522
Rijksw
waterstaat registeered the nourishhments along th
he Dutch coast..
To anaalyze the morp
phological deveelopment of th
he Dutch coast,,
this nou
urishment recorrd is essential ((as large amoun
nts of sedimentss
have been
b
nourished)). Therefore thee nourishment database is ann
essential dataset for NCK
N
research. IIn Fig. 13 it is shown to workk
successsfully in KML.

Fig
g. 11. The mudd percentage inn the bed in thee Western Waddden
Sea
a, calculated fr
from data in thhe Sediment Atlas.
A
Data creedit:
Rijkkswaterstaat. Im
mage credit: Gooogle EarthTM mapping
m
servicces.
North Sea sedimeent samples (G
Geological Surv
vey of NL)
S were comppiled
Thee North sea grain size maps of the North Sea
usin
ng sediment cores and surfaace grabs of th
he North Sea bbed.
Theese datasets coontain the prim
mary sedimentt type per sam
mple
layer. In Fig. 12 thhey are shown to
t work successsfully in KML. For
n was developeed to
these data a dedicaated OET GoogglePlot function
be able
a to plot thesse cores as 3D cylinders.
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3. Beach and foreshore
f
supppletions since 1952.
1
The areaa
Fig. 13
indicattes the sand volume (assumed 1 m thick), the color indicatess
the no
ourishment type (red=beach, green=underr water). Dataa
credit: Rijkswaterstaa
at. Image creddit: Google Ea
arthTM mappingg
servicees.
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CONCLUSION: DATATUBE WORKS
The aim of this paper was to test whether it is possible to plot a
wide range of data from the NCK community for easy viewing by
end-users and the general public. The successful examples in
section 3 have shown that the existing technologies, KML in
combination with the OpenEarth community toolboxes, are
capable of plotting almost any data type for ready viewing by nonspecialist users. The opportunities for outreach by NCK are
abundant. We can consider a ‘DateTube’ feasible.

DISCUSSION: DATA DELUGE SEARCH
We started this paper by stating that there is a gap between
specialist knowledge and end-users. The difficulty to keep track of
all information from experts was the main cause for this. Plotting
of all data in KML has solved this issue. However, the gap
between specialists and end-users does not appear to have ceased.
In contrary, feed-back from end-users learned us that a new
challenge has arisen. The supply of readily available data in
Google Earth is now so huge, that end-users have difficulty in
finding the correct data. They are basically overwhelmed and have
expressed a need for filters to group data into manageable clusters
for specific purposes. Our experiment has shown that giving away
data has created more work for experts: only they have the
knowledge to do this filtering. Some experts are still reluctant to
open up their data though. They fear that their expert work might
not be needed any more. Our pilot DataTube has showed the
opposite. Anyone opening up his data will immediately be
contacted by the overwhelmed end-users. In the past, control over
data access was profitable, in the future only control of data filters
will become valuable. The next challenge for marine and coastal
scientists and engineers is therefore to create search options for
end-users to find the correct KMLs. Top-down INSPIRE-like
philosophies propose to make central inventories, catalogs, that
allow to search data. There is a special OGC protocol for this:
CSW: Catalogue Service for Web. However, we think it will
become a challenge to keep such central catalogues up to date
with the speed at which end-users can now generate new KML
files. We believe that a different search option is worth
investigating too: regular search enginers. We have shown that
viewing data is now as simple as viewing YouTube. YouTube
offers a similar deluge of information as a collection of KML files,
and it is not subject to complaints from overwhelmed users. The
reason is that YouTube offers a simple and powerful search box to
search the movies. We therefore envision a future where KML
should be as easy as to search as movies. Our next challenge to
therefore to tag each KML with specific micro-information and
user votes, so that general search engines can find them as easy as
YouTube movies. Only then DataTube is complete: open data and
simple searches.
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